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Make sure to follow us on Facebook, Pinterest and Twitter to stay up to date on the latest and greatest. 
Digital Opportunity
Hemingway
Ernest Hemingway is the subject of Hemingway, a
three-part documentary series coming to PBS on April
5-7. The film, directed by Ken Burns and Lynn Novick,
will examine Hemingway's greatest works while also
offering an in-depth look at the man who left an indelible
mark on 20th-century American literature. As a
companion to the broadcast, educator resources that focus on topics in English language arts
and social studies, while weaving in media literacy, can be found on PBS LearningMedia.
Kids & Family
Friendship bracelets
Creating a culture of kindness in a classroom, team or even
a family reaps endless positivity! Friendship bracelets are a
simple, accessible, super fun way for kids to reach out and
connect with others. Abby Brown and her friend Zoey show
you three simple ways to make friendship bracelets using
basic household or classroom materials!
Early Childhood
Good to Know
Good to Know is a digital video series for adults that
introduces the methods, vocabulary and processes their
child learns at school. These short, clear and fun videos
will help to explain math topics that are taught in
Common Core curricula. The videos will help develop a
conceptual understanding of how math practices build on




March is Iowa History Month! If you are looking for ways to
celebrate with your class, dive into these classroom-ready
resources from Iowa PBS. Hundreds of standards-aligned
resources exploring natural history, politics, civil rights,
industry, agriculture and conflicts are ready for use with
your students. Explore the video, images, stories, activities and first-person accounts that make
Iowa a unique state. 
Secondary
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Iowa's support of the arts
From opera houses to modern day theaters and performing
arts centers, Iowans are known for their support of the
creative arts and the people who produce artistic works.
One of the most famous American works of art, "American
Gothic," was painted by Iowan Grant Wood. Created using
the painting style called Regionalism, this art and artist are
so central to Iowa that the Iowa quarter is based on another Grant Wood painting, "Arbor
Day." Learn more about visual and performing arts in Iowa.
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